## Mobility-as-a-Service

### Networks and Interoperability
- LTE
- LMR / LTE InterOp (CSSI, ISSI, RoIP)
- FirstNet
- Wi-Fi - in-building

### Devices and Accessories
- Smartphones
- Feature phones
- Rugged devices
- Tablets
- Wearables
- IoT
- Fixed wireless devices
- Business productivity accessories
- Business critical accessories
- Lone worker emergency key

### Business Applications
- Field Solutions - productivity and critical apps
  - Workforce management
  - Enhanced Push-to-Talk (EPPT)
- Fleet management
- Asset management
- Dynamic Traffic Management (DTM)
- Business Messaging

### Rate Plans
- Mobile rate plans
- Telemetry rate plans
- Data only (broadband)
- AT&T Wi-Fi Calling

### Service and Management
- Mobile device management
- Mobility consulting
- SLA
- Analytics
- Mobile Protection Pack
- Trade-in
- Device management program
- Staging and kitting

### VPN and Security
- AVPN / PMC
- NetMotion
- AccessMyLan
- IPsec
- Mobile security plans

*Connectivity provided under a separate agreement*